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SUMMER SALE - SUNDAY 1ST OF JULY  
LYON-BROTTEAUX

 

M A I S O N  D E  V E N T E S  A U X  E N C H È R E S

Usually scheduled around mid June, the now established 
“Summer Sale” from Aguttes auction house’s fine cars and 
Automobilia department will be held on Sunday the 1st of 
July in the iconic Gare des Brotteaux, a former railway sta-
tion from 1908 in the heart of Lyon
On this occasion, almost two hundred Automobilia lots 
will be offered before the Fine Cars selection by Maître 
Aguttes. From the 50’s until nowadays without forgetting 
the now unmissable selection of Youngtimer cars, we will 

offer a very eclectic selection of around thirty cars. 
As part of this selection, you will be able to admire among 
others a very nice 1967 Mercedes-Benz 250 SE Cabrio-
let (one of only 954 built), fitted with rare optional Borrani 
wheels. This car has been well preserved since his current 
owner bought the car for his private collection some thirty 
years ago.
Estimate : 60.000 / 80.000 €
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More recent, but not less exclusive, we will also display 
a Ferrari 348 GTS delivered new by Charles Pozzi Leval-
lois establishment the 29th of July 1994. This model is very 
uncommon, only 218 has been made  between 1993 and 

1994. The car has been regularly on-time serviced and will 
be sold with its original logbook. 
Estimate : 55.000 / 75.000 €

M A I S O N  D E  V E N T E S  A U X  E N C H È R E S

Delivered with a Porsche 550 
Spyder french registration title 
from the 15th of July 1953, this 
550 Spyder Replica by Martin & 
Walker is remarkable. This car has 
been made in the late 90’s and is 
a perfect replica of the famous 
Porsche 550 Spyder driven by 
James Dean. The body is made 
of fibre and coupled with a tubu-
lar chassis fitted with a 115-hp 
flat 4 engine. With only 4000km 
showing on the odometer, this is 
a very attractive car…nicknamed 
“Little bastsard”!
Estimate :  60.000 / 70.000 € 

NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE  •  FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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Organized for the first time last year, the Aguttes auction 
house’s Fine Cars & Automobilia department is preparing 
the official auction sale of the event “Les Grandes Heures 
Automobiles” which takes place for the 4th edition on the 
legendary old racing track of Linas-Montlhery. 
The strong partnership with this already unmissable event 
will allow us to launch a very freshness concept with a 

Youngtimer class made up of around thirty cars including 
the most representative sports cars from the eighties and 
nineties, but not only those…
A range of very exclusive and older classic cars will be 
also included in our catalog and displayed during the 
event which will represent also the 5th auction of the year 
for the Fine Cars & Automobilia department team. 

M A I S O N  D E  V E N T E S  A U X  E N C H È R E S

LES GRANDES HEURES AUTOMOBILES
THE OFFICIAL SALE 

SUNDAY 30TH SEPTEMBER
LINAS-MONTLHÉRY RACING TRACK

- UN WEEK-END À BAGATELLE #1 
  Neuilly-sur-Seine - 8th April
- VENTE DE PRINTEMPS 
  Lyon - 14th April
- VENTE D’ÉTÉ 
  Lyon - 1st of July  

- LES GRANDES HEURES AUTOMOBILES, VENTE OFFICIELLE 
  Autodrome de Linas-Montlhéry - 30th September
- VENTE D’AUTOMNE 
   Lyon - 10th November  / during the Epoqu’Auto motor show
- UN WEEK-END À BAGATELLE #2 
  Neuilly-sur-Seine - 9th December

OUR 2018 CALENDAR
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Enjoying steady growth since its establishment in Neuilly-sur-Seine more than twenty years ago, 
while also holding auctions at Drouot in Paris and in Lyon, AGUTTES was ranked as the fourth 
largest auction house in the French market in 2017, and the leading independent French auction 
house (without external shareholders). Headed by Claude Aguttes since 1974, six associates, in-
cluding his daughters Philippine Dupré la Tour and Charlotte Reynier-Aguttes, help manage the 
company today. The company holds 110 auctions per year with a team of 40, including four autho-
rized auctioneers.  
AGUTTES is also a major and most dynamic actor at Drouot in Paris, where it achieved the highest 
bids in 2015 and in 2017.
Due to its professionalism, the auction house was recently chosen by the French Commercial Court 
to orchestrate the auctions of Aristophil’s tremendous collection of old manuscripts. The year 2017 
was marked by the development of off-site sales, such as the one during “Les Grandes Heures Au-
tomobiles” at the Linas-Montlhéry motor circuit, or those held in the Arturo Lôpez private mansion in 
Neuilly-sur-Seine. Furthermore, in Lyon, significant renovations of the auction saleroom in the former 
train station of Brotteaux have just been completed which will allow new events to be created.


